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Six brief reflections on the research project, Percussion Theatre

On the re-humanization of music 

When Mauricio Kagel said his project was to “re-humanize” music making, he was resisting high 
modernity’s fascination with the seemingly limitless possibilities of electronic music and modernity’s 
attempt to render the performer’s body invisible. What Kagel suggested through his body of work was that 
the live performance of music gained its vitality through the simple fact that human beings were doing it, that 
their imperfections and human-ness somehow give a quality and an urgency that couldn’t simply be given up 
for the value of new-fangledness or for the ability to have absolute control over all musical elements. Kagel 
would go on to make works filled with humour and irony, exposing the inherit absurdity, ritual, and 
theatricality of the concert situation and music practices. 

Kagel along with John Cage would establish a musical trajectory within the 1960’s performative turn. It 
would be from Kagel that we would inherit the term “instrumental theatre”, which we generally use to label 
any musical piece where the musician performs not only instrumental sounds but also a range of non-
cochlear and visual activities. Though I admire Kagel, I have grown increasingly uncomfortable with the 
label instrumental theatre, or theatre period. This word, theatre, seems both too specific and too vague all at 
once. 

In 2016, the Borealis Festival commissioned the text, “The New Discipline: A Composition 
Manifesto” (2016), from the rising star and composer, Jennifer Walshe. In this manifesto, Walshe lays out a 
practice that has grown out of the post-modern rubble of the Kagel-ian tradition: a tradition that in itself has 
started to feel dated due to it’s apparent insistence that the only thematic appropriate for an instrumental 
theatre is in itself, music. Walshe considers the theatrical in music renewed through the paradigm shifts of 
our new digital, post-everything age, where there is less concern or respect for disciplines and their 
conventions. The line that leads us back through to Kagel and his disciples to today’s multiplicitous practices 
is the body. Walshe closes her manifesto with two thoughts: first, that New Discipline “pieces [sic] often 
invoke the extra-musical, which activate the non-cochlear...” and second, [that they are] works in which we 
understand that there are people on the stage, and that these people are/have bodies,” thus Walshe re-
announces the possibility of a collapsed musician body, where the phenomenological and semiotic bodies co-
exist and are rendered visible within the musical frame. 

I began this project just one year before Walshe would outline her philosophy and receive the necessary 
accolades and criticism that go with it. MusikTexte and New Music Box have dedicated several responses to 
Walshe’s manifesto, one of the most interesting being Jessica Azsodi’s aptly named article 
“Undisciplined” (2016).These texts along with the rise of numerous new music groups and international 
courses dedicated to this type of performance would help bring my project into focus and would reveal that 
my research topic is much larger than I had anticipated. We are witnessing the building of discourses and 
diverse practices that expand on and problematise the early traditions of instrumental theatre. These practices 
are both emergent and divergent, where some honour tradition while others radically break from it. 

Paul Craenen suggests in his 2014 book Composing Under the Skin that a new practice is emerging, “that not 
only uses the performing body in a performative manner but also interrogates and challenges the physicality 
of musical thinking.” Craenen even suggests that this growing momentum is becoming a recognisable 
movement. Regardless of if we agree with him, it is clear that what we are witnessing seems to be both 
inevitable and imperative. 
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An in-between Practice, an ambiguous Practice, an as-well-as practice, inter/intra/trans disciplinary Practice, 
instrumental theatre, instrumental theatreS, The New Discipline, the undiscipline, a not practice, a braided 
practice. 

What these labels and ideas I am throwing around insist on is that my percussive practice is one based on 
slippage. It’s essentially, and especially within an academic context, an identity crisis. But it is a crisis I 
welcome. 

I become interested when the focus of the work moves away from instrumental skills and moves towards the 
elusive reality of physical presence, when the work moves so far away from an inherited and learned 
instrumental practice that an audience member might ask, “Are you a dancer?”, or one might even say in 
disgust, “This isn’t Music”. It isn’t so much a desire to give up on music all together, to find some sort of 
escape route out of music through the trap door built on the idea that percussionists have always done 
“weird” things “back there”. It’s that I am fascinated by the excess of the body, by the sheer physicality and 
transformational potential of performance. 

But of course, if the work consistently ceases to convince the average audience that it is music, perhaps it 
isn’t music after all. Who decides? If this isn’t music, what are a bunch of musicians and composers trying to 
do making it? Could any of it possibly be any good? Who decides if something is “good” or not? Do we even 
have the tools to evaluate a performance that does not draw clear signs to an already standardised practice? 
What is our relation to tradition and how does it impact what is made? What is the identity of a musician or a 
composer in the first place? What about now after a half century of radical experimentation across all art 
forms? 

The question seems not to be whether something is or is not music, or whether some body is or is not a 
musician, but rather when and under what conditions does something or some body become musical? 

Our identities are built on citations, the repetition of what we say to ourselves and about ourselves, and also 
what others have said before us. When we have to write it down in black and white, the structure of identity 
seems to be stuck standing on a point at the cross roads of coordinates, with all the citations colliding and 
combining to create the fractured identity we call “I” and “me”. Sara Ahmed in her Queer Phenomenology 
(2006) suggests that though identity on paper may seem stuck in a snapshot in time, the nature of identity is 
always in movement. We know about a thing based on where it came from to get “here” and its potential and 
desire to move “there”. 

The fact that musicians and composers are making work that some may call non-musical is part of its 
identity, it’s part of what makes the work intriguing, confusing, exciting, and it’s part of its trajectory towards 
possible “theres” in an emerging music practice. When someone asks, “Jen, is what you’re doing still 
percussion?” We have to consider what conventions are required to form such a question. These conventions 
are that which is taken for granted and assumed. But this project is not interested in participating in these 
conventions - I frankly don’t believe that percussion has such a unified image. I don’t believe it has an 
internal structure that governs it. I experience percussion to be nebulous and capricious. This project seeks a 
de-familiarization with a “known” practice, whereby the so-called “known” is revealed to be a wholly 
unstable scaffolding around a fractured identity. 

What if we refuse to use instruments? What if we refuse to show the work in the concert hall? What if the 
long duration makes the recital form obsolete? What if we remove traditional musical virtuosity entirely? 
What if we refuse all of these contexts and references? What if we, without any guilt, just let the work take 
us where it wants to? To let it amble about for a while like a camel left untied. 

I am interested in such an unfettered practice, one that is free to roam, not with the goal of breaking down 
borders between ideas and things, between practices and traditions, but with the goal of breaking down the 
ideas and things themselves, so they/we become fractured and multivalent, multifaceted, more able to fit with 
other things, more broken and incomplete, looking for completeness in other places, things, and ideas, and 
thereby beginning to move towards a braided practice. 
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On what appears to be my emerging practice 

When my project began it carried the question or desire of continuing the line after Kagel. I asked, what 
would happen if we take his scenic and durational ideas one step further, to elongate and exaggerate 
approaches he had tried, to more rigorously offer percussive performance the opportunity to “free” itself 
from the classical music context, a context that has always been a rather uncomfortable fit. And I asked, once 
we have evening-length pieces and once we begin to think spatially and scenically, how might the deliberate 
training of non-musical skills that have historically been imbedded in the practice, but never officially set 
into any standard training regime, impact my own ability, and sensibility on stage and possibly more 
importantly in the creative process. The project would consist of evening-length pieces made in close 
collaboration with a diverse range of international composers, resulting in a body of productions rather than 
traditional concert pieces that exist easily in the concert setting. These projects were made with the vision 
that they could behave closer to that of a theatre or dance company. 

And though these ideas still, at my mid-point in 2017,  hold true, it has emerged that by asking composers to 
make works that take their cues from theatre traditions in music and beyond, that consider spatiality a worthy 
material, that could harness my voice and physicality in any way we see fit, it became clear that what I was 
truly asking was for my collaborators to make work with a focus on the fact that I am/have a body. The 
question that I was asking was not, as I thought, “What is instrumental theatre today, where is it going?”, but 
rather or in addition, “What is the body and what can the body be in a contemporary percussion practice?” 

What this has resulted in, so far, is a body of work that has taken into account body-ness and physicality as a 
material or as a major factor in the construction and/or outcome of the work. Some pieces take on the 
perspective of phenomenology, such as Blaha Lujza Tér (2016) by Johan Jutterström, while others draw 
closer lines to physical theatre and object-oriented theatre, such as Francois Sarhan’s No Say No Way (2015), 
Carolyn Chen’s How to Fight (2016), or Peter Swendsen and my What Noises Remain (2016), while others 
focus heavily on the concept of a body in transition, a body moving beyond its “human-ness”, at times in the 
post-human sense as well as in the post-anthropocentric sense. Whether it is pieces such as Neo Hülcker’s 
etudes to become a deer (2017) or Trond Reinholdtsen’s Institute for Post-Human Performance (2017 - 
2018), these “transitioning” pieces interrogate what it means to have a human body and then to move away 
from this perspective as ‘given’.

As composer Steven Takasugi put it in his essay “Why theatre?” (2016), the moment music departs from so-
called absolute music, or as Takasugi put it, “music for headphones”, the body of the performer comes into 
focus. Some may argue that there is plenty of music for percussion that can be experienced through the 
headphones, and to that I would say, yes, this music can be experienced through headphones, but at what 
cost? What is being lost, reduced, or erased? The type of performance I am drawn to is a kind of music that 
cannot survive in headphones alone, where the focus has the possibility to zoom in and out on the the 
physical reality of the performer and the space, the physical limitations of that performer, and the sheer 
vitality and fragility of the live performance situation. 

Throughout this project I found myself increasingly attracted to a performance practice where my 
instrumental training is but one tool in a large array of expressive possibilities. I find myself yearning for 
pieces and projects where my identity as a percussionist can be loosened bit by bit, to be frayed and then re- 
braided with other practices and with other people’s practices. 

I seek projects that lead my body/mind away from my instrument. I am increasingly uninspired by the 
relation between myself and the instrumental object. I am increasingly bored with the conventions of the 
standard music concert. what if we chose to give a damn about the lighting, the entrances and exits, whether 
the seats are or are not comfortable that we are forcing our audience to sit in, completely still? just look how 
quickly an experience can become immersive, with or without a sense of theatre with a capital ’T’. I seek 
projects that think through these things holistically. 

This yearning to find other ways of working and thinking naturally lead me to my body. After all, the 
percussion practice has always innately been a body practice. to make this yearning manifest, I sought 
collaborators who would dare to let their compositional practice move away from an instrumental thinking 
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where the instrument is the locus of musical thought and the grounds for musical spaces. who would dare to 
move away from the score and standard notation and move towards an improvised, physical, even 
choreographic, collaborative practice. 

When I deliberately put my performing body on the proverbial table, we automatically left the realm of 
“music for headphones” and began to hover around the doorways to “performance”, where we understand 
performance to be a production of presence that cannot be reproduced; and “theatre” where we understand 
theatre to be a representation that is reproducible in the sense that is repeatable. It became undesirable, and 
possibly impossible, for my composer- collaborators to work without intimately understanding what my 
body/mind can and wants to do. It meant that we were forced to work together in a method closer to 
traditions found in dance and theatre, and very often in parallel to the world of devised creative practices. 

All of this has lead to, in the words of Marina Cyrino, not a fusion, but a confusion, a being-with in a 
mixing-up. Traditional descriptors consistently fail me. there is a tendency to choose not to define exactly 
what is going on, and instead to let it roam unfettered a while longer. 

— 

On technique and mastery 

What started out as a project about developing skills becomes a project about developing imagination and 
creation. What has moved away from a craft project moves towards an artistic project. I am not, as I 
originally thought, concerned with making my practice more “virtuosic” through the mastery of techniques, I 
am interested in making artistic experiences. what seems important today is not the techniques people use or 
develop but rather what questions are being asked that create the grounds for artistic experiences. 

But that is not to say that technique doesn’t matter. It matters a lot. It’s just that technique no longer has a 
single image. It is multiplicitous and unstable. It is no longer universal or unified. It is no longer valid to 
make works for the purpose of displaying virtuosic techniques, rather the technique must serve an artistic 
question and an artistic process. 

At moments during this project I have been left with the sense that the things I am doing onstage could be 
done by just about any body, regardless of their background or training. In a conversation with Johan 
Jutterström I was challenged on this notion; he insisted that if I go back and listen and watch what I am 
actually doing, especially in his piece Blaha Lujza Tér (2016), I would be convinced that not just “anyone” 
could perform these pieces, regardless of if any recognisable technique is being used. 

Dancer & choreographer Xavier Le Roy tells a story in the text “Dance, The Metaphor of the Body” (2009) 
about Jerome Bel’s 2001 dance piece The Show Must Go On. He says:

“...the show must go on, [is] structured around pop songs whose choruses provide the direction for the 
movements (that the dancers do): for instance, in [David Bowie’s] Let’s Dance, they dance, with (Lionel 
Richie’s) Ballerina Girl, they dance like ballerinas, and in [Real 2 Reel’s]I Like to Move It, they move 
something while smiling to show their enjoyment, and so on. The piece features about twenty participants 
who, for most of the time, are strung out in a line across the stage. At the end of the show, there are moments 
when they are more or less static: for the chorus of [the police’s Every breath you take], I’ll be Watching You, 
they just face the audience and look at them without moving. Sometimes some members of the audience 
think “I can do that too” and come up on the stage to join the line. I remember at one performance, someone 
went up on stage and joined the line as it watched the public, but you could see immediately that the 
interloper didn’t have “the technique” that the others were using, that they had created for themselves. This 
example shows that it isn’t at all just spontaneous and “simple”, it isn’t just ordinary movements that 
everyone does; they need to be executed in a particular way.” 
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On the imprinted body 

In flautist Marina Cyrino's discussion of her artistic research she asks herself, why keep with this flute-body? 
Why not move to a post-instrumental practice? And in her brilliant way she states, “Because I am a burden 
for the flute.” (2017)

In Michel Bernard’s essay, “On the Use of the Concept of Modernity and its Perverse Effects in 
Dance” (2014) he states, “It is undeniable that such technical training marks the bodies of the dancers who 
subject themselves to it, shaping them and predisposing them to certain motor configurations.” 

I am a burden for percussion and, after twenty years of training, percussion is forever imprinted on me. but 
of course it’s not just the body that has become shaped, or that has gone out of shape, like a wheel gone out 
of kilter— I am/ have a body. All of it, all of me is marked by these years of training, by the innumerable 
pieces I have played, the people I have worked with, the artistic work I have seen and heard, by the academy, 
my teachers, my parents, society. 

It’s simply not possible to walk away from this percussion-body like, as Judith Butler once put it, it’s an 
outfit i can hang in my closet to wear again on some other day. I am/have this percussion-body. I am shaped 
by my instruments and by my history. What the body can do is to transition through a process of 
metamorphosis brought on by a shift in emphasis: a shift in emphasis away from the given and towards the 
unknown. small steady steps moving towards something yet undefined. 

To incite this transformation i deliberately encourage my collaborators to start with the idea of no instrument 
being involved. Instead we would start with a concept. If this lead us back to an instrument so be it. What 
resulted are several pieces where the instrument is a mere trace, a memory, an after thought, while others 
enact through the structure of the piece the representation of walking away from my instrument, and even 
giving it away to the audience. 

The question is not what to do with this percussion-body, it is not a question of turning against a lifetime in 
music, but simply about creating the conditions for a more generous music practice, where what we 
understand training to be is a metamorphosis attained not though an acquisition of new skills but rather 
through a slow daily extension of existing dispositions and abilities, where the instrument becomes but one 
object in relation to the self in an artistic practice. 

— 

On the choreographic dimension 

What occurs in John Cage’s 4’33” (1952), is as much an extension in listening beyond instrumental sounds, 
as it is the involuntary appearance of the performer’s body where this appearance is what we understand as 
concrete presence. This body, despite of and even because of its refusal to perform, remains entangled with 
the piano and forever visible.

I have always understood that modernism and especially high modernism in music equated to the rendering 
invisible of the performers body. In this ideology, the performer should instead, work in hiding, selflessly 
giving her energy for the activation of abstract sonic structures. 

But after further reflection it seems that i either misunderstood modernism, or modernism failed to keep our 
performer body in the closet. this spring I took a detour of sorts through several of the first percussion solos 
ever written, I did this in a search for another entry point to the body beyond instrumental theatre. I 
discovered that if we accept that 4’33” rendered the body involuntarily visible, then these early percussion 
solos take an even crazier step - they reveal and exploit a choreographic dimension which, I argue, is latent 
within any music practice. 
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Karlheinz Stockhausen, perhaps the 1960’s most notorious mascot for pure absolute music, titled his 
percussion solo Zyklus, meaning ‘cycle’, which describes the physical path that the percussionist takes 
around her set up. Stockhausen structurally composes his music for the choreographic goal of moving the 
percussionist in a circle across the duration of his piece. So much for absolute music. 

In 1964, Morton Feldman writes his solo The King of Denmark, for percussionist performing without sticks 
or mallets, instead leaving only the fingers, hands, and arms to activate her instruments. Unlike his German 
counterpart, Feldman leaves the set-up design up to the performer, opening up the possibility for a 
choreographic strategy. He thus, inconspicuously, draws attention to the excess and opportunity of the body 
in two different ways. 

In 1979, Tom Johnson makes his process piece Nine Bells, a fifty-five minute solo for nine suspended bells 
and one walking, spinning, running percussionist. the bells are spread at a great distance, rendering the sound 
of the performers steps and breath a demarkation a both time and space. Thus we understand that body 
excess becomes music if we let it and create the conditions for it.

Tom Johnson’s piece creates an elongation of the body’s entanglement with its instrument. As Paul Craenen 
puts it in Composing Under the Skin, the instrument is not only seen as an extension of the body but also the 
performing body becomes visible as “something that bends and directs itself to the form and mechanics of an 
instrument”. The body of the musician is different than that of an actor or a dancer because of this 
entanglement. This is true whether the instrument is present or not, whether it is near or far. 

Kagel and his offshoots, including those from The New Discipline take even more explicit steps towards the 
body, delving into ritual, identity, becoming, and gender. Some of the projects under this research do the 
same, while others draw closer relations to these classic pieces from the mid 20th century, where they 
consider a choreographic approach to composition, regardless of if the instrument is present or not. This is an 
idea from which the likes of Simon Steen-Andersen and others have also launched. What is revealed is that 
the body emerges far before the work ever becomes explicitly theatrical.  The musician was never invisible, 
and I find it thrilling to embrace this fact. 

— 

On the movement from ‘here’ to ‘there’ 

To move away from a pure, self-referential practice towards an impure, non- unified, fractured, incomplete 
percussive practice, 

a practice that finds completeness through being-with, that moves towards messy entanglement. 

To move away from a standardised “role” as percussionist and towards a fluid labor identity through radical 
collaboration. 

To move the emphasis away from the objects that are struck and towards the some body that strikes, to the 
some body that listens and watches 

To move away from the inherited conventions of music practices and move towards exterior practices, forms, 
and spaces. 

To move away from music performance as an assemblage of techniques and towards performance as a 
multivalent, ever blossoming extension and modification of dispositions and sensibilities. where the 
expressive range spans the cochlear, the non-cochlear, and the in-between—in pursuit of a braided practice. 

Thank you for your attention.
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